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Abstract
In the course of coping among the survivors during disasters, it is important for the community to seek comfort, trying to forget the pains, worries and problems of the disasters. Thus, being finding the strategies to cope are very important. Reports have shown puppets play significant roles in enabling those troubling experiences worked through more compassionately. The study investigated the roles of puppets in assisting the survivors to cope better in times of disasters. The study employed a qualitative paradigm where a total of six respondents were interviewed. The findings show through puppets’ characters being played enabled disturbed thoughts and feeling to be clarified and the comfort served as a coping strategy. Besides that, the story lines create a sense of rooted-ness in time of disasters and help them to strengthen themselves to face the uncertainties. Consequently, the puppets stories generate sufficient make-believe to produce the effects of the psychological needs required at a particular occasion during disaster. Thus, this implies that the roles of puppets need to be enhanced and expanded among the disaster survivors.
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Introduction
There has been a growing research attention for the coping strategies for the survivors during and after disasters. In capturing the learning experiences among survivors of the disasters, it was found to be paying more attention innately and getting comfort assistance as useful coping strategies. Thus, it is utmost important that the disaster community can be ‘taken away’ from the shock and worries. It was also reported (Jane, Qismullah & Thuraiya, 2013; Selby & Kagawa, 2012; Phil, 2006) by engaging them with meaningful activities could relax them even not totally forgetting their unfortunate feelings served as one of the coping strategies in time of disasters. At this time, theories of coping strategies stressed how to be effective within those particular occasions of the disaster (Wannachan, 2010). Specifically, puppets shows offer the individual a relationship built psychologically and strengthen oneself to help to cope during the disasters (Sabhanaz, 2017; Viklund, 2017).
Purpose of Research
The purpose of study was to investigate the roles of puppets in assisting the survivors to cope better in times of disasters.

Methodology
The study employed a qualitative method in soliciting data. A total of six respondents were interviewed; two are males (i) Ramli (School head, age 54), and (ii) Yusof (Rehabilitation centre worker, age 49). The four females included (i) Rozaih (teacher, age 50), (ii) Mak K (caretakers, age 55), (iii) Suhana (care taker, age 54), and (iv) Mak Su (survivor, age 47) among the disaster community. The respondents were selected purposely fully. It attempted to understand the extent, nature, problems and difficulties experienced by the disaster community. An in-depth interview, critical incident technique, participant observation and discourse analysis had also been adopted as methods to obtain relevant data within this strategy. For purpose of confidentiality, and adhering to the ethics on research, the actual names of the organizations and respondents were not used in this paper. The data obtained from all the six interviews were collectively analysed to uncover common themes and sub-themes on roles of puppets for disaster community.

Literature Review
Studies on the roles of puppets through puppets shows or performances especially role playing have its own special appeal to comfort children. Puppets roles come in various forms and looks as humans, animals, and plants. The puppet performances can be done using the stage or without the stage. Other than that, the props, sound effect and lighting can be interwoven in puppet shows (Mirella, 2012; Loy, 2017). It is significant to use puppets within the community in the course of coping with the tragic of disaster.

Obviously, the studying of puppets and its roles should move from being static to being action oriented, story lines and stories of characters gradually started being viewed as a process; thus putting the focus on the interaction between the many survivors that occur within a setting of the disaster community benefits the survivors such as bringing calmness and relaxation moments during puppets shows (Loy, Nordin, Nor, Sopia, 2017; Muhammad, Kurnia, Tigo, Rini & Hanggoro, 2016).

Since puppet shows has become an increasing important component in many disasters settings. In 2006, the International Federation in Yogyakarta suggests a more critical and reflexive approach to the study the roles of puppets in helping young survivors or children to cope during disasters. The development of more critical approaches of using puppets roles in disasters needs to adopt a more culturally sensitive and locally based interpretive approach, which takes accounts of an individual’s experiences, social circle and its culture.

Finding
The results of the investigation towards the roles of puppets as strategies among the community of disasters are presented and discussed in this section. The social impacts are categorized into two sub themes: coping strategies and strengthening oneself spiritually in times of disaster (i) as coping strategies and (ii) strengthening oneself spiritually.

(i) As coping strategies
Nonetheless, in the stories telling through puppets enables an individual to describe or display how events are retrospectively experienced and to reflect on how then influences the now
and it was found to be as one of the coping strategies among the survivors. As it was shared by the school head, Ramli:

_We never know how the children can find calmness seeing the puppets shows...._  

It was shared that a generous capacity to tell and a warm capacity to listen support a comfortable fit within the community during disasters. The stories create sufficient coherence to facilitate talk about their confusions and desire to know why? And how? It was one of the way the survivors cope as recalled by teacher Roziah:

_It was shared that a generous capacity to tell and a warm capacity to listen support a comfortable fit within the community during disasters. The stories create sufficient coherence to facilitate talk about their confusions and desire to know why? And how? It was one of the way the survivors cope as recalled by teacher Roziah:_

_I really want to stop thinking about the disaster, the loss and everything. How? I think seeing the people come to tell stories and using some puppets helped us to relax and feel better._

The stories through the characters of puppets provided more than an intimate experience, they create a sense of rooted-ness and it strengthen oneself and helps to reduce the anxiety especially the uncertainty during the disaster. It serves as one of the best coping strategy. Survivor, Mak Su explained to:

_And it is a group of us, we can also talk about our experience...it is good to be together under the show of puppets. Then immediately we can see everyone smile again and we can make our own stories...to use the puppets to play net time_  

(ii) **Strengthening oneself spiritually**

The phenomenon of emotional stressed and disturbed is obvious among the survivors of the disaster. Indirectly, the spirit and motivations were declined. As they felt loss and despair so they normally seek out for spiritual support. As it was shared by Yusof, worker at the Rehabilitation centre:

_It so happens that I observe this spiritual thing a lot as many of us are lost, don’t know what to do. We had been living a life so casual, so free, suddenly, we felt weak. So we started to seek to speak to ourselves, we speak to God, to look into ourselves more deeply._

Even though many aids were coming to them yet they did seek out to be reconnected with themselves so they could gain strength. Many of them were saying being able to see characters through puppets show who role play some of the significant features and scenes remind them to re-look into their life, values and belief.

_Many a times, the puppets performances or stories give us strength and we can see now we did wrong last time and we have to change. Finding the strength is important as we can cope better. And help other people who are suffering too.... However, this is understandable since anybody can be affected during the disaster...._  

In short, they now began to pay more attention to their inner spirit after the disaster. Eventually, they become more connected to themselves and to God. Some reported they even changed their perspective towards life after the disaster. This ‘incident’ is shared by caretakers, Mak K and Suhana among the respondents.

The strengthening one-self in this sense explicates the situation by which survivors could seek opportunities of motivating them to be freed from the disturbances of disaster through the story telling or performances of puppets. The puppets shows which operate entertainment based on stories allowed the survivors to reconnet to themselves and seek spiritual strength through God and allowed them to yield different perspectives of life after being damaged by the disasters.
Discussion and Conclusion
The uniqueness of puppets’ roles in helping the survivors to cope and to gain strength is shown through the findings of this study. The aim is not to use puppets as the sole way to help survivors to go through the difficult times but to enable them to be able to forget the loss and despair for a certain time during the disasters. This requires all stakeholders who are dealing with disaster issues to broaden the context of disaster management and include puppets shows as part of the survivors coping strategies. In general, according to Mirella (2012); Loy (2017); Loy et al (2017), the roles and functions of the puppets are: (i) offer the opportunity to children to express themselves and (ii) encouraged children to explore their own feeling and relate them (iii) give the opportunity for the children to fantasise based on their imagination and (iv) evoke the sense of curiosity among children. It was revealed by the study, disasters caused lots of emotional pain and even traumatic episodes towards certain survivors. In overcoming the initial pain and loss, a short term coping strategy is utmost important. Besides, a relaxation time through puppets seemed possible to ease one’s pain and re focus into their life again. It is felt it is important as to secure the quality of coping towards life and remain calm and peaceful throughout the disaster help reduce lots of burdens of keeping the survivors within the safe environment (Muhammad et al., 2016).

The study was found that the puppets’ roles can be enhanced through its function as the coping strategy where survivors calmed down through watching the puppets show as a break from being burden by the disaster problems. The findings also revealed many of the survivors were saying being able to see characters through puppets show who role play some of the significant features and scenes remind them to re-look into their life, values and belief. Therefore, it is understood, puppets shows through its story line, characters and performances make significant contributions to calm and heal survivors during and after the disasters. In short, the findings add to the growing body of research on disaster specifically around the theme of coping strategies during disaster. Future research is needed to investigate the roles of puppets of other types of natural disasters in different settings.
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